Congratulations Colorado!

A new law is on the books in Colorado! House Bill 21-1195 titled, Regulation of Radon Professionals, passed 26-9. Congratulations to all who worked the past several years to make this happen! A detailed report can be found in AARST’s biennial Certification Report in the July issue of The Radon Reporter.

Symposium Website

Visit the symposium website, more information is added weekly!

MARK YOUR CALENDARS!

Week of June 1st: Exhibitors Prospectus to be distributed! Exhibit Hall Floor plan is confirmed. Review the hotel event spaces and review unique Sponsorship opportunities. Priority List selections begin June 14th.

Week of June 7th: Registration OPENS!

Visit the symposium website, more information is added weekly!

BOOK YOUR ROOM TODAY

Attendee safety and COVID in Maryland

We are excited to announce that Maryland is at 100% capacity for indoor event and convention venues, and has lifted mask mandates.
for all persons vaccinated. This is possible because Maryland has achieved a 70% vaccination rate. AARST continues to work closely with the hotel. Marriott still requires its associates to wear masks.

Vermont Passes School Legislation
The Vermont legislature has passed House Bill 426, which requires each public school and approved independent school to perform a radon measurement in accordance with ANSI/AARST MALB-2014 on any facility that has not had a radon test completed in five or more years by June 30, 2023. Schools are also required to reveal the results to all employees and students. The bill allows an additional year for compliance if the school is engaged in implementing an indoor air quality improvement project. The bill awaits the governor’s signature.

Step Up Your Radon Game with Ecasense
CLICK HERE FOR SPECIAL OFFERS FOR AARST MEMBERS
sales@ecasense.io
www.ecasense.io

When To Give Your Logo A Facelift (Rebrand)
As business owners and entrepreneurs, we tend to think of our logos as permanent. We don’t consider them fluid properties; they’re stable, reliable hallmarks of our brand. Here are four major issues to look for when deciding when to update your logo. MORE
New Certifications Bring New Digital Badges

The Radon Mitigation Specialist and Radon Measurement Professional certifications will now be designated with new digital badges. Learn about recent exam changes. MORE

Call for Non-Compliance Case Studies

AARST’s Public Affairs and Policy Team is seeking submissions of documented cases, including photos and videos of radon testing and radon mitigation systems that do NOT meet the core elements of current ANSI-AARST Radon Standards. The submittals will be used in public affairs presentations to local, state, and federal policymakers, code officials, and the public. CLICK HERE to participate. (Image Submitted by Dan Potter, AARST Board Member)

AIRTHINGS

The world’s first customizable radon reporting software.

"Be NRPP compliant in your state with our newly featured dashboard."

The most affordable leasing options at just $99 a month! Call (833)PRO-CRMS

CORENTIUM PRO

Airthings now offers its own calibration services!
**UPCOMING WEBINAR**

**Radon and Citizen Science: Public Engagement to Increase Education and Outreach**

June 22, 2021 2:00 PM EST

For all CRCPD members, radon stakeholder communities, and school stakeholder community partners.

Sponsored by CRCPD and AARST Foundation

**Join CRCPD and AARST Foundation in Their Free Monthly Webinar Series and Earn CE!**

“Radon and Citizen Science: Public Engagement to Increase Education and Outreach.”

June 22, 2021 02:00 PM EST

**REGISTER**

Visit the AARST Event Calendar for other opportunities.

---

**Can’t wait to see you in Bethesda!**

October 11th - 13th

www.radonsupplies.com

---

**Thirsty Thirsdays - SOMETHING A LITTLE DIFFERENT!**

JUNE Happy Hour is Canceled

INSTEAD...

As our communities open up, and more people are reconnecting with friends and family we want to see your posts on our Facebook pages of your gatherings! Add a couple of hashtags:

#radonleaderssavinglives
#myradoncommunity

and we’ll see you on Facebook all June long!

---

**Online Education for Radon Professionals**

- NRPP/NRSB approved classes.
- Real life examples and studies.
- 30+ continuing education courses.
- Current standards & codes addressed.
- All course material is available to you forever.

Over 10,000 CERTI students and going strong...

**Stakeholder, Chapter Meetings, and CE Opportunities**

Visit our events calendar to find upcoming webinars, training courses, and in-person regional meetings. **CALENDAR**
Welcome to Our Newest AARST Members

Craig O Smith (MD), Dallas Henry (AR), Dylan Nemeth (NJ), Gerald Beaudion (OH), James Hanlon (GA), James Philip Vaughn (VA), John O’Connor (MD), Karl Hopkins (CO), Mark Nemeth (FL), Wayne Dean (FL)

Welcome to Our Newest NRPP Certified Professionals

Alexander J Yelle (RI), Andrew Rance (CO), Anthony Cassera (NJ), Ashley Falco (NJ), Barry Masdel (GA), Brendon Hutchinson (MT), Brent Orbeljos (IN), Brian Kennihan (WI), Bruce E Maneska (VA), Chad Janiszewski (MN), Chris Bonniwell (WI), Christopher Crouse (MD), Christopher Rollson (CO), Cody Lange (NC), Colby T Jones (NC), Cole T Huston (TX), Dana C. Tilton (AL), David L Ritchie (MT), Dylan Szews (WI), Ean Steideli (VA), Eric Fischer (NY), Evan Bowen (VA), Evan N Savoie (RI), Everett Imel (KY), Greg M Groshek (WI), Jennifer Wilson (IN), Jeremy J Protsman (IN), Jeremy Steckler (IN), Jeshu Taylor (WA), John Behm (FL), John Cowell (NJ), John Irish (NY), John M Battaglia (GA), John Ottwein (IN), Joseph Boldizar (NJ), Josh Morgan (IN), Kenneth Stafford (IL), Kevin M. Murphy (MA), Kevin Scott Remaly (CO), Lisandra Cuevas (MA), Mari-Lise Remmel (MD), Michael Darling (MO), Nathan Rice (UT), Parker Fink (CA), Porter Morgan (MO), Preston Blankenship (OH), Ralphie Reels (NC), Richard DeBrunner (CO), Robert Fedorchak (IN), Robert Reuter (OH), Ruben Prieto (UT), Seth Roberts (CO), Shayne C Vandersteen (UT), Stephen M Machado (RI), Steven Sobbitt (VA), Suzanne Schaff (KY), Timothy Rooney (NH), Todd J Mellers (UT), Travis Oliver (UT), Tyler Brandon Ringer (CA), William O Frazier (NC), Winifred Cheuvront (KY)

Follow Us on YouTube

Become a free subscriber and be among the first to know when new content goes live! Choose from a library of several playlists featuring consumer content, tutorials, PSA’s, and general information for radon